
In accordance with the Kosovo Sport Law in force, Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation on its Assembly 

held in  Pristina on March 14, 2015 approved the: 

 

 

 

CONSTITUTION  

OF 

 KOSOVO AQUATIC SPORTS FEDERATION  

 

 

-I-  GENERAL PROVISIONS  

 

 

 

Article  1 

 

Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation (hereinafter known as KASF), is an independent sports association, 

NGO, which brings together all the aquatic sportmen, coaches, judges, activists, leaders of aquatic sports 

as well as lovers of these sports in Kosovo through clubs, without any discrimaination on the grounds of  

sex, color, race, religion, politic view or opinion, social or ethnic background. It  protects the goal, the 

realization of the rights, duties, obligations and programs on unification of interests defined by this 

constitution.  

 

 

Article 2 

 

KASF is a legal entity. KASF initiates, organizes, directs and controls the activity of aquatic sports on the 

principles and guidelines of the rules of  FINA and LEN.  

 

 

 Article 3 

 

Federation’s name is Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation. The abbreviation is KASF. 

KASF headquarter is in Prishtina. KASF operates in the territory of Kosovo. 

The Federation is a legal entity and operates in accordance with the Statute of FINA and LEN, Law of 

Sports and the Law on non-profit organizations. 

 

 

 

         Article 4. 

 

The first symbol of KASF is the sign of Federation where a swimmer is seen and inscription contains 

Federata e Sporteve  te Ujit te Kosoves in the upper as well as the inscription in English (Kosovo Aquatic 

Sports Federation)  

 

          Article 5 

 

KASF flag has the same shape as its symbol (made of silk) 

 

  

 



  Article 6 

 

Stamp of KASF is round, with the sign of the Federation in the middle and the inscription: KOSOVO 

AQUATIC SPORTS FEDERATION in Albanian and English  

 

                                                     Article 7. 

 

The Federation is a member of the Kosovo Olympic Committee (hereinafter  KOC). 

The Federation aims to become a member of FINA and LEN. The Federation works on the basis of its 

normative acts, which are harmonized with those of FINA, LEN and KOC. 

Federation can also join other local and international sports associations. 

 

                                                       Article 8 

 

Federation is represented by the president or a person authorized by the President.  

 

 

                                                       Article 9. 

 

KASF cooperates and works with the Faculty of Sports Sciences Kosovo, Association of Physical Culture 

lecutrers,Association of coaches, referees and other non-sport associations which are interested in 

cooperation. 

 

                                                      Article 10. 

 

KASF is responsible for the expenses of its obligations: KASF has its own account 

 

                                                      Article 11. 

 

Federation informs the public about its work through newsletters, the media, and by organizing press 

conferences. 

   It informs its members through: 

- Minutes of meetings, 

- Bulletins and other publications and 

- Media 

 

 

-II- OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE FEDERATION 

 

                                                      Article  12. 

 

The aims of the federation are: massiveness, quality development and organization of aquatic sports 

conducting official competitions and other contests, 

- Managing  water sports representations of Kosovo 

- Organizing and professional advancing of athletes, coaches, referees, delegates, 

- It helps other organizations in promoting water sports, in accordance with the Bylaws. 

- Participate in events and international competitions, 

- Support the development of water sports in underdeveloped areas, 

- Participate in the work of KOC and other sporting associations, 

- Act against the use of doping, in accordance with the decisions of KOC and FINA and LEN. 



- Participate in the work of other  international sports organizations, which are associated with 

watersports. 

 

 

-III- MEMBERS 

 

Article  13. 

 

Members of the federation are: aquatics clubs (public and private), associations of coaches, referees, 

sportsmen and all other associations, which would be accepted by the federation. 

General and specific conditions for membership in the federation are: 

- The written statement of the association or club for the application and observance of the constitution 

and other Bylaws 

- Proof of registration of the club by the Municipal Directorate of sport or the association 

- Names of persons authorized to represent, 

-Account number, 

- Respect the constitution and all bylaws of the KASF 

Federation Board accepts new members into membership of the federation. 

 

Article 14. 

 

Development activity of aquatic sports, sports workers and other members who voluntarily are united is 

realized in teams - aquatic clubs. 

Aquatic clubs are members of KASF in the territory where they operate. 

Aquatic clubs, which are established and registered in the respective municipal bodies, which possess the 

necessary infrastructure, professional staff, and certify that they are registered as a club under the 

regulation on registration of KASF and KASF constitution . 

 

Article 15 

 

As forms of organization and influence in the Federation, associations of judges and coaches may be 

established,  which realize the rights, duties and interests shared in accordance with  the provisions of this 

constitution, other provisions of the Federation, the LEN-that FINA- and their bylaws. 

 

 

Article 16. 

 

Judges  and Swimming Coaches Association of Kosovo as Professional Association of Federation, 

implement the policy in the right direction decisions approved by the Federation. 

Regulations of the Association of Judges and coaches should not be contrary to the provisions of this 

constitution. 

 

Article 17. 

 

Sporting activity of aquatic sports judges, based on amateur basis, while the compensation for the 

performance of judicial functions is regulated by specific rules and regulations and the KASF Board 

decides for that. 

 

Article 18. 

 



Professional coaches and other employees realize their rights and obligations directly in the aquatic clubs 

- their clubs as employed in regular employment, whether amateur. 

To work in aquatic clubs trainers must have relevant qualification issued by the competent authority of 

KASF 

Issuance and obtaining of the license - a license for training activities is regulated by the Bylaws of the 

Association of trainers and Professional Regulation of KASF. 

 

Article 19. 

 

Each member of the federation must pay an annual membership, which is determine the Board. 

The user can exit from the federation, when all financial obligations to the federation and members are 

conducted. 

A member may be expelled from the federation when he/she breaks the rules and/or  other normative acts 

of  the federation. 

Decision for exclusion is made from membership of the Assembly, effects of exclusion act immediately 

after the decision is made. 

 

 

-IV- THE FEDERATION 

 

Article 20. 

 

Authorities of the federation are: 

- Assembly 

- Board 

- Chairman 

- Supervisory Board 

 

-V- THE ASSEMBLY 

 

Article 21. 

 

The Assembly is the highest body of the Federation, which consists of the entitled members of clubs and 

Fedeation Associations. 

Clubs is represented by 2 (two) delegates, while associations are  represented in the assembly of 

federation by 1 (a) delegate. 

At meetings of the Assembly can participate authorized delegates and invited guests without the right to 

vote 

 

 

Article  22. 

 

Meetings of the Assembly may be regular and extraordinary. Regular Assembly is held every year, 

convened by the chairperson or the Board of KASF. Extraordinary Assembly may be called by the 

chairperson, 2/3of assembly members, 2/3 of the members of the Board and Supervisory Board. 

Invitations should be sent no later than 14 days before the meeting, while material, 7 days before the 

Assembly. 

Extraordinary Assembly may decide only on matters for which it is called. 

Extraordinary Assembly should be called by the chairman, within 30 days on the request; otherwise, the 

Assembly may also be called by its initiator. 

 



Article 23. 

 

The Assembly can make decisions if there are more than half of the members of the Assembly. 

 

Article 24. 

 

The Assembly elects the chairmanship, the recording clerk, verification commission and if necessary, the 

other working bodies. 

The minute of the meeting is signed by the Chairman, members of the leadership  

and the recording clerk. 

Assembly takes decisions by a majority of the members present, who have the right to vote. 

If it is decided for statutory changes, or the cessation of the work of the federation,  2/3 of the members 

present should vote. 

Voting is public only if the Assembly decides otherwise. Assembly is lead by the leadership, which 

consists of: President of the Federation and two members elected by the Assembly. 

Assembly resolutions are binding on all members and organs of the federation. 

The procedures of the Assembly  are  governed by the Rules of Procedure of the 

Assembly. 

Article 25. 

 

The costs of participation in meetings of the Assembly shall be covered by the assembly member himself. 

 

Article 26. 

 

Assembly in its scope performs the following tasks: 

- Approves the constitution, 

- Approves the work reports of its bodies 

- Elects and dismisses the president, two vice-presidents and other members of the Board, 

- Elects and dismisses the Board of Supervisors, 

- Decides about extraordinary legal remedies, 

- Decides on remission of sentences, 

- Approves the financial plan of the federation 

- Excogitates the federation policy, 

- Performs other duties in accordance with the Constitution and other laws of the federation. 

 

 

 

-VI- THE BOARD 

 

Article 27. 

 

The Board manages the work of the Federation during the period between two assembly meetings. The 

president calls the meetings,but  in his absence one of the two vice-presidents or general Secretary calls 

them. Meetings may be regular or extraordinary, extraordinary meeting may be convened if for it agree 

the majority of Board members.  

 

Article 28. 

 

The Board has 9 members: President, two vice-presidents and six other members, of whom three are 

elected by the Assembly and three appointed by the President. 



Board members are elected by the assembly for four-year term, with the right to be re-elected for another 

term. In the Board of the Federation, minorities and women should be represented in accordance with the 

provisions of the Law on Sport. The Board is the executive body of the Assembly and has 9 members. 

Assembly elects board. 

-The KASF Board consists of: President, two (2) Vice Presidents and 6 other members. 

President, two (2) Vice Presidents and three members are elected by the Assembly, and three members 

are appointed by the President. 

Presidents of the Associations of judges and coaches are automatically members of the Board. 

Among persons proposed for the KASF Board, there should be persons of female and at least 10% of  

ethnic minorities living in Kosovo. 

Election of Board members is done by secret ballot. The list includes the names of the candidates and 

their positions on the Board. 

President of the Board is also president of the Assembly. 

 

Article 29. 

 

Operation and decision-making procedures of the KASF Board,are  regulated by the Regulation on the 

work of the Board . 

 

Article 30. 

 

Board on the scope of its work performs the following tasks: 

-Proposes Assembly constitution and other acts, 

-Prepares Assembly meetings and accompanying material, 

-implement the Assembly resolutions 

-Aproves the List of competition officials and internal regulations of the Federation, 

Prepares work and financial  plan of the Federation; 

-decides about the purchase or sale of assets of the Federation, 

-Appoints and dismisses the general Secretary , 

-Approves the  Curriculum of professional work Council, 

-appoints and dismisses coaches of the representations, 

-Approves Councils and Committees of the Board reports, 

-Adopts a system of contests,calendar and propositions of competitions, 

-Carries the right of organizing competitions under the auspices of the Federation, 

-sets  Tax rate for official matches,  

-decides for hiring employees and associates in the Federation and the amount of their salaries, 

-appoints and dismisses Councils and Committees of the Board, 

-decides for other issues that are not within the competence of the Assembly. 

 

Article 31. 

 

The Board may establish standing committees and ad hoc, decides to their competencies and appoints 

their members. Comissions  and counsils report to the Board. 

Permanent Commissions, Councils are: 

- Professional council, 

-The sportsmen on transfer and registration comission, 

-The-Commissioner of the competition, 

-The Disciplinary comission and 

-The Rewards comission 

 

-VII-THE PRESIDENT 



 

Article  32. 

 

President and two Vice-Presidents are elected by the Assembly with a 4-year term and may be re-elected 

even for a mandate.One of the vice presidents must be from minority. 

President performs the following tasks: 

Powers of the president of the board are: 

- president of the Board of KASF represents the Federation, calls the sessions of the Board, chair the 

sessions of the Board and Assembly. 

- Signs the decisions of the Board of the Assembly, 

- Arrange the full implementation of work and financial programs, 

- Signs the decisions and conclusions of the Board and Assembly, 

- Has the right of veto on decisions of the Board and other bodies until the first session of the Assembly, 

- Makes decisions in exceptional circumstances when the Board or – Assembly can not meet and he/she 

should  notify these bodies at the first moment possible, 

- Has the right to exclude any member of its board, if  there is inactivity or does not act in the spirit of 

normative acts of KASF and its goals, to the first session of the Assembly, 

- president reports  to the Assembly of KASF. 

- The President may be discharged before the expiration of the election with the loss of confidence or its 

own request. 

- the dismissal of the President happens if 2/3 of the number of delegates present in the assembly vote for 

it. 

- Proposes Secretary of KASF and performs other duties as required from the specific situation  and 

Assembly or the Board. 

 

 

 

-VIII-GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

Article 33. 

 

General secretary is appointed by  the Board with indefinite duration contract 

 

Article 34. 

 

General secretary in his scope performs the following tasks: 

-deals with office work of the Federation, 

-implemets the decisions of the Assembly, the Board and the Committees of the Federation, 

-accomplishes the cooperation with FINA and LEN and other sports federations and organizations outside 

Kosovo, 

-accomlishes the cooperation with KOC, sports departament and other sproting organisation sin Kosovo 

-Prepare sesions of the Assembly, the Board, Councils and Committees, 

- Participate in all meetings of bodies, councils and committees of the Federation in the quality of an 

advisor 

-Keeps contacts with the media, 

-Proposes the profiles of collaborators, administrative professional to the board, 

-Perform other duties arising from other normative acts of KASF 

 

Article 35. 

 



The  General secretary shall establish working relationship with the Federation on the basis of the Law of 

employment. 

The General secretary may be removed before the expiration term, if fails in handeling with the  

obligations arising from the Bylaws. 

Secretary General in the absence of his own is replaced by a person who appoints the Board. 

 

 

 

 

-SUPERVISORY COUNCIL 

 

Article 36. 

 

The supervisory council consists of three supervisory members. Supervisory council is elected by the 

assembly with a 4year term, with the right to be re-elected for another  term. 

A member of the supervisory council can not be a member of the bodies of the Federation. 

Board and all of his members  are required to enable the Supervisory council  to supervise  

their work. 

The supervisory council supervises the legitimacy of the Board work, departments and bodies between 

the two Assemblies and oversee the financial bookkeeping of the Federation. 

The supervisory council reports to the Assembly of KASF 

The work of the Supervisory Board is regulated  by the Regulation on the work of the Supervisory Board 

 

 

 

-PROFESSIONAL COUNCIL- 

 

Article 37. 

 

Professional Council is a professional body of the Federation, who cares about professional development 

Of swimming. Professional council has  three members who are appointed by the board  with four year 

term, with the right of re-election for another  mandate. Professional counclis reports to the board. 

The rights and obligations of the Professional Council are: 

-To Monitor the development of aquatic sports inside and abroad, 

-To supervise the implementation of the curriculum approved by the Board, 

-Takes care for professional development and popularization of aquatic sports, 

-Cooperates with professional and scientific organizations in order to improve the working professional, 

-Proposes to the board  the appointment and dismissal of  representations coaches  

-Promotes the professional coaches, 

-Proposes to the board the approval of the curriculum for the development of aquatic sports, 

-Proposes the competition system for all age groups, 

-Perform other duties which board assigns 

 

 

 

-COMMISSION FOR REGISTRATION- 

 

Article 38. 

 

Commission for registration has  three members who are appointed by the  Board to four years term, with 

the right of re-election for another  mandate. 



Commission for the transfer and registration of  aquatic sportsmen registers the spotrsmen during the 

transitional terms and decides for statutory issues of sportsmen. 

The Commission takes written decisions for registration or not registration of sportsmen during 

transitional terms 

Commission takes decisions under Regulation on transfer and registration of sportsmen and Laws in 

force. 

Status of  sportsmen is regulated by regulation on transfer and registration of sportsmen. 

 

 

 

-COMPETITION COMMISSION- 

 

Article 39. 

 

Commission competitions performs the following tasks: 

-Proposes Racing propositions, 

-Proposes Racing calendar, 

-Registers the Facilities where championship matches will be held, 

-In Accordance with the propositions of the competition,records championship tournaments and decide in 

the first instance about the complaints , 

-Proposes amount of fees for official matches, 

-implements the penalties provided in propositions of races, 

 

 

Article 40. 

 

 All decisions of the Federation Councils and Committees are taken by voting. 

Councils and Commissions decisions become effective if at the meeting are present more than half of the 

members. 

A member of the Council or Committee of KASF who is not present at the meeting may declare  via 

email or fax. 

 

 

- DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE- 

 

Article 41. 

 

Disciplinary Committee consists of three members, who are appointed by the Board with four-year term , 

with the right of re-election for another  mandate. Disciplinary Committee decides about  disciplinary 

violations of the regualtion, by which are regulated the rights and obligations of the Commission, as well 

as decision-making procedures regarding disciplinary violations. 

 

 

-IX- FINANCIAL DISPOSITIONS- 

 

Article 42. 

Federation is funded by: 

-membership, 

-Donations from legal persons, 

-Marketing, 

-Revenue from organizing competitions and 



-Other sources permitted under the Law 

 

 

 

 

 

Article 43. 

 

Federation financial bookkeeping  is lead by the  President on the basis of the financial plan and decisions 

of the Assembly and the Board. 

For help in realizing the financial bookkeeping of the Federation, financial clerk may be employed in 

accordance with the Law of  labor. 

 

 

-X-COMPETITONS  

 

 

Article 44. 

 

Official competitions  in Kosovo can be organized only byFederation, or  approved body  by the Board. 

Races are held under FINA and  LEN rules as well KASF regulations. 

In conducting competitions  relevant body should  respect all decisions of FINA and LEN. 

Beginning, postponing, championship competitions and tournaments should be approved by the  board of 

KASF 

 

 

 

-XI-REPRESENTATIONS- 

 

Article 45. 

 

The Federation is obliged to take care of the representations and  within financial possibilities should aim 

to provide the best possible conditions for work. 

The presentation  of Representation of Kosovo is an obligation and honor for every member of it. 

The Federation may adopt special regulations for the operation of representations 

 

-XII-ADMINISTRATIVE- PROFESSIONAL SERVISE- 

 

Article 46. 

The Federation may establish working relationship with the workers who will work in the administrative-

professional service of the federation. For professional and administrative staff hiring and salary scales 

decides the board based on the proposal from the General secretary. 

 

-XIII-INTERNAL REGUALTIONS- 

 

Article 47. 

 

Internal regulations and competitions propositions must not undergo changes during competitive edition 

which is ongoing. 

 

Article 48. 



 

For administrative procedures which take place at the competent bodies of the Federation can be used 

regular and extraordinary legal fonds. 

For administrative matters which are not regulated by this constitution,the dispositions of Code on 

administrative procedures will be applied.. (Until the adoption of the aforementioned Code the 

dispositions  of the Law on General Administrative Procedure will be applied). 

                

                                   -XIV-COMPLIANCE WITH FINA RULES. 

  

 The constitution and rules of the Kosovo Swimming Federation must not be in conflict with those 

of FINA. Where there is a conflict, FINA Rules shall prevail. 

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation must seek approval of the FINA Bureau for any change of 

name and/or constitution before such changes are valid. 

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation shall acknowledge in its national rules that FINA is the 

only recognised body in the world which governs Aquatics internationally.  

 

 The National Federation is obliged to act in accordance with the decisions of the FINA Congress 

and the FINA Bureau. 

 

 The Kosovo Swimming Federation is obliged to include within its constitution a provision, which 

allows out-of-competition doping, control by FINA.  

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation is obliged to manage its affairs independently and not be 

influenced by third parties. 

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation is obliged to notify FINA of the dates and the location of 

the elections, and to provide the minutes of its congress to FINA no later than sixty (60) days 

after conclusion of the congress.  

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation is obliged to ensure that their own members comply with 

the FINA Rules, regulations, directives and decisions of the FINA bodies.  

 

 FINA Bureau member shall be an ex-officio member with a voting right in the bureau and the 

general assembly of his/her national federation (only for the National Federation directly 

affiliated to FINA)  

 

 The Kosovo Aquatic Sports Federation shall comply with these Anti-Doping Rules. The 

regulations of Member Federations shall indicate that all FINA Rules including Anti-Doping 

Rules shall be deemed as incorporated into and shall be directly applicable to and shall be agreed 

to and followed by Competitors, Competitor Support Personnel, coaches, physicians, trainers, 

managers, officials, medical or paramedical personnel, team leaders, and club and Federation 

representatives under the jurisdiction of the respective Member Federations.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

-XV- FINAL PROVISIONS 

Article 49 

 

1. The Statutes of the KASF shall, at all times, comply with the FINA Constitutions to which they 

must refer expressly. If there is any doubt as to the signification or interpretation of these 

Constitution, or if there is a contradiction between such Constitution and the FINA Constitution, 

the latter takes precedence. 

 

2. These Constitution be adopted, and may be subsequently amended, by the General Assembly by 

decision of at least two-thirds (2/3) of the votes cast by the voting delegates present at the 

meeting of the General Assembly. 

 

3. The Constitution of the KASF and any subsequent change or amendment to the Constitution of 

the KASF, must be submitted to the FINA for approval. 

 

4. The present Constitution shall become effective once adopted by the General Assembly of the 

KASF and shall replace and supersede any other previous Constitutions of the KASF. 

 

General Assembly of the KASF: 

 

………………………. 

 

 

 

 

Signed by: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imer RAMA, President 
Kosovo Swimming Federation 

 

 

 

 

Astrit HALITI,  General secretary 
Kosovo Swimming Federation 

 

 


